Optimization of SIR

SIR multiplexing causes a lengthening of the excitation and readout periods (Fig. 1), so it yields less than a 100% time reduction. SIR utilizes additional adjacent RF excitation pulses and the signal resulting from different slices are readout sequentially on each flat top of the switched polarity readout gradient. Using both MB and SIR, the scan time reduction for an EPI image slice (Tsl) is expressed as the total sequence time divided by the product of SIR and MB image encodings: \[ T_{sl} = T_{pre} + \frac{N_{pe}}{R} (SIR \cdot T_r + T_{sw}) (SIR \cdot MB)^{-1} \]

where \( T_{pre} \) ("waiting time") is the initial pulse sequence time before the first signal recording and depending on different sequence designs may include time delays for increased T2* BOLD contrast or additional gradient pulses for diffusion contrast (Npe – phase encoded lines in 2D k-space, R- reduction factor of acquired signals from PPA parallel imaging, Tr – time of signal, Tsw – Gr switching time which simultaneously refocuses signals, SIR, MB - are the number of images multiplexed, respectively). The resulting time reduction in SIR diffusion imaging (1) is greatly impacted by the ratio of \( T_{pre} \) to the total echo train readout, which can be ~2-3 to 1 (i.e. 80 msec vs 30 msec).

The sharing of \( T_{pre} \) with 2 or more slices substantially creates a large gain in sequence efficiency, defined here as net time of ADC signal encoding per total sequence time. Another gain in efficiency in SIR is by the sharing of the many gradient switchings, Tsw. MRI scanners with slower gradient switching capabilities or gradient slew rates (i.e. longer Tsw), and lower resolution imaging with shorter Tr, are more efficiently performed with higher SIR factors. The time gains for the different SIR/MB combinations for a 3T Siemens Trio system are summarized in Table S1.

SNR in Multiband (MB)

The combined SNR reduction of PPA and MB are: \[ SNR_{red} = SNR_{full} (g_{MB} g_{PE} R_{PE})^{-1} \]

where \( g_{PE} \) and \( g_{MB} \) are the g-factors due to coil encoding and unaliasing capabilities on the in-plane axes and the slice axis, respectively. The SNR is spatially varying, since the loss due to image separation (g-factors) are calculated using the Pseudo-Replica method (2) to capture the spatial distribution, and the estimated relative SNR is obtained simultaneously. Additionally, this was also validated with image based ROI methods. For this, the standard deviation of the background was used to estimate the noise, and the ratio of the mean signal in the brain to the noise was used as a measure of relative SNR. Such a measure does not capture the spatial distribution of the noise in the brain, but is a common technique. G-factors will be both coil and static field dependent, improving with the number of channels available and the geometry of the distribution of the individual elements. Although
not trivial, due to the tight FOV employed, controlled aliasing approaches can be explored to possibly reduce g-factors (3) in multibanded sequences. Table S2 provides $g_{MBPE}$ values for 3T with the 32 channel coil employed for these studies.
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